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HEN the word religion or churches and the phrase child abuse or child maltreatment are put together, the expectation is that the discussion will focus on risk to children. There are 2 streams of discussion in that regard. First, in recent years, great attention has been given to churches as venues for abuse (especially sexual abuse) of children. Most notably, by June 2005, the Roman Catholic Church alone had paid litigationinduced settlements or judgments exceeding $1 billion as a result of sexual abuse by priests and other church officials in the United States. 1 As a result, to prevent such violations of trust and to minimize their potential liability, many churches (even entire denominations) have diligently attempted to establish safe sanctuaries. [2] [3] [4] [5] Second, concern continues about the risk to children that may arise from the religious beliefs of their caregivers. Questions arise, for example, about sects with unconventional sexual attitudes 6 or satanic rituals 7 and about religious denominations that eschew scientific medicine in favor of faith healing. 8 Advocates sometimes worry about the relative prevalence of sexual abuse 9 and physical discipline 10 among families with fundamentalist beliefs. (A reminder about the well-known logical fallacy of inferring causation from correlation may be useful here.) 173
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Even when prevention specialists do not conceptualize religious settings as places of risk and religiosity as an indicator of threats to children's safety, such professionals typically do not recognize religion as a protective force in the community. For example, the topic does not arise in the more than 500 pages of text in the handbook of the American Professional Society on Abuse of Children. 11 Similarly, neither churches nor religion can be found in the index of the 29-chapter handbook compiled by the National Center for Injury Prevention and Control, a unit of the federal Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 12 Using the terms religion (or church) and child maltreatment and the terms religion (or church) and child abuse, a search of the PsycInfo database in September 2007 failed to elicit a single example of inclusion-or even discussion of possible inclusion-of religious institutions in initiatives or programs to prevent child abuse and neglect. In effect, the prevailing view seems to be that religious institutions may be benign but that, if so, they are essentially irrelevant to children's safety.
In fact, however, there is little contemporary evidence to support the perception of religious institutions either as threats to children's safety or as organizations properly outside the child protection system. In regard to the former point, although church-related child abuse may once have been a serious problem, there is little evidence that it continues to be. Although new revelations of alleged abuse by church officials continue to appear, the claims are generally focused on behavior that occurred at least a generation ago, and most involve individuals who have died or who have already been removed from ministry to the public. 13 Highly publicized social condemnation and legal penalties against individual offenders and the religious organizations employing them probably have had both deterrent and educative effects. 14, 15 Precautions instituted by churches to minimize potential liability 3, 4 probably have reduced opportunities for misconduct by any remaining would-be offenders against children. It is also likely that the same forces that have resulted in societal reductions in sexual and physical abuse 16, 17 have also affected religious institutions.
Of course, diminution of concerns about abuse of children by church employees does not necessarily imply recognition of the potential of religious institutions to have protective effects. For example, Finkelhor's otherwise thoughtful and even courageous article about the legacy of sexual abuse scandals in the church 18 identified 6 ways that such publicity about church-related offenses against children adversely affected the child protection movement. However, he failed even to mention the deflection of churches from more extensive and more constructive roles in building a system of support for families that might prevent child maltreatment, 19, 20 especially child neglect, by far the most common form.
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THE POTENTIAL CONTRIBUTIONS OF COMMUNITIES OF FAITH
Functions
In that regard, missed opportunities to strengthen safety nets for children in the community may be the most troubling negative social consequences of sexual abuse scandals in the church. Advocacy toward and within religious organizations has resulted in the implicit definition of their role in child protection as being coextensive with their avoidance of sexual abuse within their own facilities.
In contrast, the breadth and significance of the possible contributions of religious organizations was suggested by the US Advisory Board on Child Abuse and Neglect, which cited 3 broad functions for communities of faith in ensuring children's safety. 23 First, as communities of service, churches and other faith-based organizations can directly respond to the needs of children and families. By increasing the social and instrumental (eg, child care) support available to parents of young children, religious organizations may diminish the difficulty that many parents have in meeting their children's basic needs.
Second, as places of acceptance, churches may facilitate parents' sense of inclusion and thereby their sense of efficacy-their belief that they can make a difference for their family and their expectation that they can obtain help when they need it. Thus, parents integrated into communities of faith may be less likely to become either so depressed that they lack the energy for effective child care or so frustrated that they lose control. In effect, community reconciliation with parents near or outside the margins of the community may increase the safety of their children.
Third, communities of faith can be moral beacons for the community. From the pulpit and within the fellowship, religious congregations (especially interfaith coalitions) can set the tone for community-wide responsiveness to the needs of families with children. In particular, by defining the moral responsibility of the community at large, coalitions of faith can assert and clarify the high priority to be placed on assurance of the security of children. By so doing, religious organizations may be able not only to coalesce the service of their own members but also to stimulate the development of new norms of mutual assistance across the community.
Theology
As the US Advisory Board's recommendations imply, contrary perhaps to the assumptions by some in the field, religious faith is much more likely to serve as a foundation for protection of children than as a source of risk. Perhaps more than any other institution of daily life (even the schools), communities of faith ordinarily have roles for children's direct participation. Often with a developmental "career ladder," churches and other places of worship typically not only sponsor youth organizations and youth-focused settings (eg, summer camps) but they also commonly offer particular opportunities for children and youth directly and meaningfully to participate in worship, service, and even governance.
Furthermore, many faiths have rituals for welcoming and blessing children, first simply as new members of the community (to whom they owe some duty of love and care) and then as fellow congregants (in rites of passage, such as confirmation or bar/bat mitzvah).
Because they count children among the people of God, religious organizations have been among the strongest proponents of children's rights. (See, for example, the Christian proclamation, found in 3 Gospels, that the kingdom of God belongs to children. [24] [25] [26] ) Although some fundamentalist groups have perceived such a rights-oriented approach as contrary to biblically mandated social ordering, 27 the mainstream interpretation, also prevalent among many theologically conservative groups, is that children themselves are people created in the image of God and owed the respect and loving care that is a corollary to that status. Indeed, responsibilities of adult family members and even the community at large can be conceived in terms of stewardship of gifts from God 28, 29 in recognition of human beings' need for relationships. 30 Thus, for example, World Vision, an international humanitarian organization grounded in evangelical Christianity, frames its staunch support for children's rights (eg, reference 31) in the scriptural themes of justice, compassion, and grace. 32 World Vision believes that respect for the rights of others is a religious duty corollary to the obligations to honor those who are equal before God and, in particular, to "creat[e] room for people to be what God intends them to be." 32(p11) Permitting or committing a wrong against childrenviolations of the dignity of the people of God-is also a wrong against God. World Vision argues that such wrongs are sufficiently egregious that they demand action by the community (ultimately including a system of rights guaranteed by secular law) to ensure that the children of God-all children-are protected.
Ironically, fulfillment of such obligations by the community (and the individuals and families within it) relates to the duty and opportunity to create and sustain a community.
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Weaving a safety net for children and their families is not simply a matter of concern about children themselves. Thus in ancient times, at least partial fulfillment of the Golden Rule was a practical necessity if people were to enjoy at least a modest standard of living-sometimes even to survive-amid the rigors of a desert environment. This principle assumed even more significance for strangers, whose life often depended on access to food, water, and shelter offered by others.
Accordingly, the cultures associated with the religious traditions that arose in the Middle East established potent norms of mutual assistance that extended even to those outside the tribe. For example, the ancient Hebrews felt strong obligations to be hospitable to guests, even strangers who visited. [33] [34] [35] Moreover, in Islam, hospitality, including charity toward strangers, is not a gift-a nice thing to provide-but instead a fulfillment of one's duty to God. 36 The obligation to render tangible expressions of kindness was so strong in the religions of Middle Eastern origin that this duty served as the foundation for the establishment of inclusive communities. Thus, the prophet Jeremiah preached that the Hebrews in exile in Babylon should not only form a community for themselves-building houses, planting gardens, establishing families-but, radically, that they should pray for the welfare of Babylon itself. 37 Indeed, Jeremiah argued, the Hebrews should also actively strive to support the broader welfare of the nonbelievers among whom they lived. 38 Analogously, the early Christian church established norms of hospitality as the means by which the first Christian groups could nurture each other and support visitors who came to preach or to share in their fellowship.
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When the various elements are considered in combination, these religious doctrines provide the normative bases for a comprehensive, community-wide approach to prevention of child maltreatment: recognition of children's personhood, the duty to serve one's neighbors, and the obligation to extend such service in order to foster a community inclusive even of strangers. World Vision's statement of purpose is illustrative: "Our vision for every child, life in all its fullness; Our prayer for every heart, the will to make it so." 32(pii) By fully acknowledging children's humanity, the great religions accept the duty to respect children's dignity and, therefore, to protect them against threats to their personal security. By undertaking an ethic of service, communities of faith provide the ethos in which to make such a duty meaningful. By recognizing that such a duty applies even when its fulfillment is inconvenient or its benefits apply to those who are powerless and unattractive, religious communities provide the dedication and the outreach needed to establish places of acceptance for ostracized or withdrawn families. In so doing, communities of faith can become cornerstones of support for parents and other caregivers. Such an approach is at the heart of the US Advisory Board's vision of safety for all children.
Structures
Whatever one's own theology may be (indeed, regardless of whether one is a religious adherent at all), one must recognize the special motivation associated with religious faith and, perhaps even more so, active engagement in a community of faith. The norm of altruism is energized by the special confidence that comes with faith. As a result, even small congregations with few tangible resources often have substantial human and social capital.
In short, religious institutions can be important assets in design of community-wide systems of family support. In that regard, there are several attributes of religious organizations, apart from their belief systems per se, that make them good candidates for participation and even leadership in community movements to protect children from harm.
Ubiquity
In the United States, even communities too small for their own schools usually have churches and sometimes other religious fellowships. Similarly, even communities too poor to have many of the basic institutions of everyday life (eg, banks, grocery stores) have churches. These churches are often in the stores that have been vacated as neighborhoods have declined. Therefore, churches and other religious fellowships can be bases for application of strategies in all communities, whether wealthy or disadvantaged.
Internal structures
Religious organizations often have existing internal structures that can be used as focal points for activities to strengthen family support. Besides governance bodies (eg, church vestries), some of which may include young people themselves, that can serve as organizers of activities to engage families with young children, religious fellowships commonly have more specialized groups (eg, young adult Sunday school classes) that can facilitate targeted marketing of social messages and of opportunities for community service.
Intergenerational participation
Perhaps more than any other widely available institution, religious fellowships are intergenerational. Their children's programs (eg, nursery schools) may be means of engaging parents of young children. Even without such substantial resources, there are typically special groups, activities, and roles that are agetargeted or multigenerational or both. Besides being structures for activity, such programs are potential meeting points for mutual assistance and for cross-generational advice and support.
Inclusion
At their best, religious organizations make affirmative efforts not only to reach out to young families in general but also to encourage participation by groups that are on the fringe of the community. For example, many churches have ministries in local jails and prisons. Similarly, churches and other religious institutions (eg, Spanish-language worship and community services) are often avenues for the integration of immigrant groups.
In efforts that began decades before the current emphasis on charitable choice (full access of faith-based organizations to discretionary government funds), religious organizations (eg, Church World Service, Catholic Charities, Jewish Family Services) have served as the principal sources of refugee resettlement services in the United States.
Of course, there are limits to such inclusive behavior-and, therefore, to use of religious organizations as bases for community-wide prevention efforts. Religious congregations sometimes tacitly or explicitly exclude people who do not fully share their views, who have an unconventional lifestyle, or whose behavior has been offensive.
Self-selection also contributes to congregational boundaries. Few institutions are as class-and race-limited as are religious organizations. Of course, some individuals avoid religious observances altogether.
Such limitations are not necessarily as serious as they sound. Homogeneity of settings facilitates bonding capital. 42 The development of bridging capital may occur if structures are constructed (eg, active interfaith ministries) that make collaborative efforts across congregations easy and rewarding.
Moreover, religious congregations can be important avenues to engagement of secular organizations. Members who become involved in the prevention movement through their place of worship may expand their participation to their workplace, club, or neighborhood. The converse, of course, is also true.
Responsiveness
Just as the boundaries of faith communities may be diffuse, perhaps the most significant organizational advantage that they have in serving as bases of a family support movement is their flexibility. Even in denominations with an episcopal structure, there are usually few external constraints on congregations' action. In contexts in which there is a particular need for (a) responsiveness at times of crisis or bureaucracy to obstruct or warp the assistance that they might offer.
Accordingly, religious organizations are especially well suited to deliver the special benefits of informal social support for individual families. 43, 44 They are also able to adapt to circumstances in developing their particular niche in community-wide efforts to build support for families.
CHURCHES IN THE STRONG COMMUNITIES INITIATIVE
We have had the opportunity in recent years to witness the power of communities of faith in weaving safety nets with holes too small to allow children to fall through. Churches and other religious organizations have consistently contributed more human resources than any other sector to Strong Communities for Children, a university-generated, community-wide initiative for primary prevention of child abuse and neglect in parts of 2 counties in the upstate region of South Carolina.
Approximately 5,000 volunteers have participated thus far (December 2007, 5.75 years since the public launch of the initiative); they have contributed approximately 50,000 hours of service in the initiative. A cross section of the communities in which the initiative is based, the volunteers (especially those who have been most central in the effort) have been noteworthy for the altruism and commitment to community service that they have demonstrated from the beginning (even in relation to volunteers in other settings) and their personal growth as community servants and leaders across the initiative. 45, 46 For both "ordinary" volunteers in Strong Communities 46 and those most central to the initiative, 45 religious motivation has been important in driving the movement to "keep kids safe."
Approximately three fourths of the volunteers in Strong Communities are active in a church or other religious organization. Other than firefighters (a small but particularly dedicated group of volunteers), retention of volunteers recruited from churches has been far higher than those recruited from any other sector.
Whether the data source consists of outreach workers' accounts of their daily work 47 or the relatively short list of exceptional volunteers who have been most central in the initiative, 45 it is clear that church leaders have been especially important. One fourth of the exceptional volunteers are church employees.
Analogously, religious organizations have been important galvanizing forces. In the first 3 years of the initiative, 36% of the 7,306 statements in journalistic summaries of outreach workers' logs specifically referenced a particular sector of the community (eg, businesses; schools). Of that proportion, 28%-about 50% more frequently than any other sector-related to churches. 47 Although prior studies have generally shown community action to be typical of congregations in liberal, "mainstream" denominations, 48, 49 Strong Communities has crossed the spectrum, at least among Christian denominations. The small number of places of worship that serve people of non-Christian faiths in the relevant communities have also participated. However, most of these institutions are physically located outside the service area. About one half of the religious organizations mentioned were Baptist and one fifth were independent (usually fundamentalist or Pentecostal in orientation). 47 About four fifths of outreach workers' statements mentioning religious organizations referred to these theologically conservative churches. Hence, these churches may have been even more central than knowledge of the distribution of religious organizations in the community would lead one to expect.
Moreover, the depth and breadth of churches' involvement has steadily grown across the initiative. The number of participating churches, the frequency of their involvement, and the number of types of activities have all increased remarkably. For example, the number of religious organizations that have used Strong Communities bulletin inserts grew from about 100 in 2004 to more than 160 in 2007 (now most of the congregations in the service area). The number observing Blue Ribbon Sabbath during Child Abuse Prevention Month grew at a similar rate (from about 75 to more than 120). The number of congregations leading hand-on volunteer activities (direct services) and the number conducting special worship services as part of their effort in Strong Communities increased during the same period from 0 to about 60 in each instance.
Indeed, the diversity of churches' activities in the context of Strong Communities has been stunning. The list in Table 1 is illustrative. Greater child safety and stronger family and community life are now on many of the participating congregations' agendas. Furthermore, the clear trend has been toward more concerted action, both within and among congregations, in ever-expanding ways.
Contrary to the literature on church involvement in social action, 48, 49 Strong Communities has engaged small-even tiny (<50 members)-congregations seemingly as easily as it has drawn on the resources of churches with thousands of members. There are several possible explanations. First, the focus on informal social support (eg, neighbors' help for one another) places emphasis on personal networks as much as or more than tangible assets. Second and in the same vein, we recognize that small congregations are necessarily a part of a universal strategy, even if work with them may be inefficient, in part because they often have a high-need congregation. In that regard, the tasks that we wish all congregations to undertake as part of a communitywide effort (Table 2) do not require large resources. Third, the technical assistance has been available for congregations lacking fulltime staff, just as for larger churches. Fourth, we have helped generate support by larger congregations for smaller ones. For example, a mega-church assisted a small Wesleyan congregation with block parties in the working-class neighborhood where the latter is located. A large Missionary (African American) Baptist church has acted as convenor for small congregations engaged in the initiative.
Congregation size is not the only barrier that we have overcome. Perhaps most importantly, in a geographic area where ecumenical work has been scant (even among congregations on the same block), Strong Communities has transcended usual divisions of theology, race, and class. For example, a Strong Communities alliance in one community without any prior ecumenical organization included Southern Baptist, Missionary Baptist, United Methodist, Lutheran, Presbyterian, Wesleyan, and independent evangelical churches. Other denominations and faiths that have participated in the initiative have included, for example, African Methodist Episcopal, Bahai, Catholic, Church of Christ, Church of God, Episcopal, Full Gospel, Jewish, Pentecostal, and Unitarian Universalist. In another community without such a history, congregations have joined to sponsor block parties and a family resource center. Such new organizational relationships and linkages among pastors were credited by some with prevention of more serious racial conflict in response to allegations of police misconduct. Race has appeared not to be a factor in attendance at programs (eg, events for parents in a predominantly White preschool program that were sponsored by a Missionary Baptist congregation).
RELIGIOUSLY MOTIVATED HOSPITALITY AND CARE FOR CHILDREN IN NEED
With additional resources that just became available, Strong Communities is planning to add another element to its work with churches-in effect, the deep end of a neighborhood-based system of child protection and family support. Safe Families for Children is a program pioneered in the Chicago area by the Lydia Home Association, a wellestablished faith-based child welfare organization, and now being applied in metropolitan areas in Georgia, Indiana, and Iowa. In Restoration of used computers for use in a toy library Community forums on family and youth issues Donations of food, clothing, furnishings, and holiday gifts to particular families in need Organized, ongoing emotional support for families in crisis Assistance to fire departments in helping families in need Hosting and supporting rallies for grandparents caring for grandchildren Clothing closets and other services for such "grand families" Repairs to unsafe homes Assistance in securing affordable housing Workshops on family finances Chats with a family advocate Neighborhood block parties Prayer walk to remember families where maltreatment has occurred Recruitment of family friends Workshops on employment readiness Contribution of stories for a community book on neighboring Observances of National Neighborhood Day Painting of a center for Latino families Specialized services for Spanish-speaking families Grant writing workshops and activities related to family services Circulation of information about community family activities and resources Assistance in applying for and receiving Medicaid services Health and employment fairs Leadership training Table 2 . Objectives for communities of faith in Strong Communities 1. "Keeping kids safe" will be a common theme in communities of faith in the area, regardless of organizations' theology, size, and demographics. 2. Every congregation will have a working group focused on building and sustaining strong communities to keep kids safe. 3. Every age group will be involved in such efforts. Special efforts will be made to enlist young adults as leaders. 4. Churches and other institutions of faith will sustain or (usually) expand their missions to be "centers of community" for families in the towns and neighborhoods of which they are a part. 5. Churches and other institutions of faith will join in coordinated and sustained action to fulfill the goal of child protection (eg, programs of emergency material assistance will be centralized or coordinated). 6. Communities of faith will be at the center of intersecting circles or networks in which church members express their faith through personal and collective action for child protection and family support in various institutions of civil society.
concept, Safe Families is consistent with the US Advisory Board's recommendations relating to foster care. 23 Showing due deference to protection of relationships important to children, Safe Families offers partnerships between biological parents and volunteer safe families. Partner parents assist biological parents in caring for their children by supplementing rather than substituting for parental care.
Actualizing a modern version of biblical hospitality ("love of strangers"), Safe Families is conceived as a Christian alternative to the coercive child welfare system. (For an extended discussion of the relation of Safe Families to Christian doctrine and experience, see http://www.lydiahome.org, and click on "Safe Families for Children," then "About Safe Families," and then "What Is Biblical Hospitality?" and "Why We Serve.") Safe Families is a network of families that open their homes to children whose families are in crisis. Parents may voluntarily place their children in safe homes and still maintain custody of their children. They are encouraged to remain actively involved in their children's lives and to participate in decisions about their care (including the decisions about the timing of children's return to their parents' homes). When families lack a strong informal support system, a Safe Families partnership can offer periods of respite and, in effect, an extended family. The partner families in Safe Families receive no reimbursement; they are truly volunteers. By contrast, although legally recognized foster families caring for children in state custody typically do not receive enough funds to reimburse them fully for such care, they do receive some financial support. That they do receive some funds often makes their motivation suspect in the eyes of biological parents, who may believe (perhaps accurately) that they themselves might have been able to provide adequate care with more resources. Furthermore, that the foster family relationship is coercive and possibly a step toward permanent severing of ties obviously makes the establishment of a supportive partnership with the biological family difficult.
In Chicago, more than 300 families have already provided care or are being cleared for such a role in Safe Families. Children stay an average of 45 days (range: 2 days to 18 months), the length of time being dependent on parents' wishes. Almost 90% of the children are returned to their parents, although about half are originally referred by Child Protective Services. The remainder come from diverse sources (eg, substance abuse services; homeless shelters; day care centers; police departments; hospitals) who learn about family struggles in providing care for their children at a time of crisis.
In principle, Safe Families need not be faith-based, and even if faith-based, it need not be church-based (Christian). For example, the underlying theology is rooted in ancient Hebrew and Arab practices, and the program could easily fit into systems of informal care in other religious traditions. It is also possible to imagine a system in which the volunteers are recruited from secular sources; they need not pass a religious litmus test. However, religious commitment may be virtually a necessity for the level of openness to others (even those who are most troubled and vulnerable, whatever their age) and of willingness to share one's daily resources and experiences that is required. Without such motivation and a related community of support, Safe Families would probably be much harder to implement.
TOWARD A NEW VIEW: RELIGIOSITY AS A PROTECTIVE FACTOR
Challenges
Of course, we do not mean to suggest that overtures to communities of faith are a panacea for entrenched social problems. Condescension is a problem that is not unique to religious organizations but it may be especially common among them. Notwithstanding contrary theology, the tendency may often be to regard the provision of help as charitable action toward the have-nots but not collaboration among equals.
Moreover, many of the strategic concerns that affect work with other institutions also are germane to work with religious organizations. Some of these concerns relate to belief systems. For example, erroneous beliefs about the causes and effects of child maltreatment are obstacles, no matter who holds such beliefs.
Organizational issues are also often not sector-dependent. As in other contexts, competent leadership is critical if community action is to be successful. Building competence takes time; building confidence takes successes. Financial resources can make both objectives easier to achieve.
Similarly, although faith-based organizations often believe that their action is "called" (ie, a movement of the Spirit), congregations (like their secular peers) may develop annual themes and related allocation of their mission funds and volunteer time. Hence, a request that comes at the wrong time of the year or that does not go through standard channels may not be considered.
Generalizability
Besides considering organizational issues that might affect the implementation of Strong Communities, Safe Families, and other initiatives that are at least partially faith-based, a program or policy developer might wonder about the generalizability of our experience. Has the acceptance of Strong Communities and Safe Families been the product of the unusually strong religiosity of the particular communities or settings where these efforts have been launched? Although it has been natural to capitalize on these values and relationships in our program development, we do not believe that our experience is distinctive. Even in communities where religion is a less central part of everyday life, we believe that churches and other religious institutions have key roles to play in community-wide primary prevention of child maltreatment, because their values and resources are closely matched to the critical elements logically demanded in a comprehensive community-based effort.
Indeed, some might argue that the religious conservatism of the context in which Strong Communities grew was such that it would not be fertile ground for a broad social initiative. From such a perspective, our success in engaging religious organizations may give special reason to expect such investment in communities with more tradition of involvement of people of faith in social and political movements.
Opportunities
In summary, the experience in both Strong Communities and Safe Families indicates that communities of faith should be perceivedboth by those groups themselves and by the child protection field-as resources, not problems, in the quest to ensure children's personal security. At its root, the assurance of children's safety is in large part a problem of social responsibility-making a diligent effort to guarantee that all families have access to basic resources and that they are cared for as we all would wish. It is an issue of taking people seriously so that even the most disadvantaged young parents believe that they can make a difference for their own and their neighbors' families.
In that regard, the public is prepared to conceive of the protection of children as fundamentally a moral problem and indeed as one that implicates the entire community. Thus, the US Advisory Board on Child Abuse and Neglect drew the media's attention by framing the nation's failure to develop an adequate child protection system as being a "moral disaster." 50(p3) In 2005, a representative sample of adults in the United States was asked to rate the importance of a dozen diverse "moral issues" (eg, the war in Iraq; divorce; hunger; greed; gay marriage). The issue eliciting by far the most frequent rating as "very important"(89%) was child abuse. 51 In keeping with the sense that a truly fundamental problem is at issue, the experience in Strong Communities and Safe Families illustrates further that most religious organizations-even those with little history of outreach and significant skepticism about social ministries-are prepared not just to manage the risk to children from within the congregation but also to act affirmatively throughout the community to "keep kids safe." Strong Communities demonstrates that this readiness can translate into multiyear, multitask community engagement. Safe Families shows that the commitment to act can go far into everyday life so that people of faith will not only do the "little things"to help children and parents at times of stress but also will often take troubled families under their wing for weeks or months.
The public already knows that child maltreatment is an important social problem affecting many families. Social science advisors (Frameworks Institute in Washington, DC) to Prevent Child Abuse America (PCA)-historically an organization that has often relied on gruesome images to win public support for its cause-have now recommended a different approach that meets the public on a high plane and engages them in constructive action. 52 Frameworks has urged PCA affiliates to avoid dramatic details about extreme physical abuse and instead to tell stories about successes.
Rather than reciting numbers that the public already understands about the nature and seriousness of the problem, Frameworks has further recommended breaking the "Family Bubble" and helping communities to appreciate their own obligations and opportunities to strengthen support for families so that it is relatively easy to provide adequate care-to reverse the current situation in which many parents face enormous obstacles to their children's safety and well-being. The need is for calls to action, not mere awareness of serious problems. In the same vein, communities of faith are called to strengthen the broader community, not simply to circle the wagons to try to prevent infiltration by a compulsive sexual offender.
(We do not wish to demean the activities of denominations and congregations that have sought to eliminate child abuse within their midst. Children and their parents should have no question of the safety of the fellowships of which they are a part. Some congregations addressing such issues have done so positivelynot just doing background checks of Sunday School teachers and establishing rules minimizing leaders' time with children outside the sight of other adults but also honoring those who work with children. We are arguing that churches and other religious organizations are obligated, however, to go further-to build broader communities that will watch over the families within them.)
With such a focus on positive action-not just risk management or case-finding-there is an opportunity for positive side effects. Congregations may find that building strong communities to keep kids safe enables a renewed emphasis on love, compassion, and justicevalues that permeate all of the world's great religious traditions. Such experiences may also facilitate a more general elevation of children's status and greater ease of ecumenical or interfaith ministry. They may also engender commitments to social action that go beyond traditional and important but still constricted ministries (eg, "emergency relief" services of food, clothing, and shelter for individual families) to multifaceted efforts to build a sense of caring and being cared for in the community at large.
Moreover, the assurance of children's safety across the community may provide a constructive, universal ("family-friendly") expression of the protective impulse that has undergirded religious communities' historic investment in child care and youth development. When religious organizations are already often major providers of preschools, Scout troops, and other formal resources for children and families, it is a natural point for congregations to expand their efforts to be leaders in a community that is welcoming of parents and safe for their children. Ensuring that parents and children will be noticed and cared for at times of celebration, anxiety, or grief (the penultimate goal of Strong Communities) is a way of bringing practical meaning to the Golden Rule.
